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Abstract— Collision of vehicles are now becoming common 

problem now a days; number of cases are growing and even 
death of humanity is also increasing every hour. Due to 

collision, lot of damages has been done like public property, 

families are destroying and many more. Automobiles are 

also dangerous for pedestrian because people drive their cars 

with high speed and they are unable to brake their vehicles 

in highways. Cost of life is more important than pleasure or 

entertainment. That’s why, we develop a system where we 

can minimize collision of automobiles. Moreover, system is 

originally develop for hilly areas where the road is available 

in U-shape and driver’s are unable to see cars coming from 

other side. This is due to because, in between the two sides, 

there may be mountain or forest are present. To drive a 
vehicle in that particular region, it is extremely difficult for 

drivers to drive safely. Our system will give them a benefit 

to drive carefully and save their precious lives. This project 

Implements’ Anti-Collision System’ in that we using two IR 

sensor, voice module, buzzer, LED’s etc. When two 

vehicles are meeting at a U-turn and we provide two signal 

for each side .That time the driver slow down the car and if 

traffic is more than the driver will stop the vehicle. We also 

provide Voice module sensor which speak “stop the 

vehicle” .We also give the facility that the driver get the 

notification before the traffic signal. 
Keywords: Collision, voice module sensor, IR sensor, 

buzzer, LED 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s era, automobile industry has been grown beyond 

our imagination and companies are giving lot of features in 

vehicles but road remain same, meaning that there are not 

any  technology is available on the road that can warn the 

driver to slow down the speed. Therefore, accidents are 
increasing in the hilly areas and this areas are present away 

from main cities so that, it is very difficult to provide 

technological things in those areas. Yes, one facility is 

present that is the mirror and through mirror drivers can see 

vehicles from other side although, this is very old type of 

safety. But, we are providing another advanced or 

technological way to tackle the accidents. This system very 

convenient and anyone can get benefits from it. The system 

is based on IOT and EMBRDED SYSTEM.        Moreover, 

cameras will be also installed such places where our model 

will be locate. Due to that, controlled room will be easily 
can see what going in such places and if such accidents will 

happened then through a notification will also be send to the 

nearest hospital or fire brigade. 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

We observed some articles on the internet, in that, most 

accidents are done in those places where only mirror are 

placed. Therefore, we inspired and thought that how can we 

replace the mirror and eventually we got an idea that can we 

installed a technological model instead of  mirrors. Then, we 

read some articles, newspaper or all others type of platforms 

where we get some information. 

Finally, we have a great idea that we place IR 

sensors on both sides of the road and sensors will be directly 
connected to the traffic signal. Whenever, any either side  

the vehicle will come then traffic signal will show RED and 

vice-versa. If no vehicle will come then it will show 

GREEN along with we also place a speaker module; it will 

tell driver “STOP THE VEHICLE”. Furthermore, our 

system will directly connected to the nearest hospital and 

fire brigade office so, if by chance accident will happen then 

a notification will be send to both places and due to camera, 

all of the things can be seen by control office. This is very a 

backup plan that if notification will not send to the hospitals 

then control officer will send them a message so that 
ambulance will come on time or if some other thing will 

happen then officer can control that situation. Our aim for 

the project is to save life of human and minimize the family 

damage.  

 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In this system we use IOT + EMBEDED SYSTEM 

+HTML. With the help of IOT + EMBEDED SYSTEM, all 

the components are connected with each other and 

notifications and videos are seen with the help of HTML. 

We are explain our model with the help of following UML 

diagrams :-          
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A. Use case Diagram 

 

B. Activity Diagram 

 

C. Class Diagram 

 

D. ER Diagram 

 

IV. RESULT 

The outcome of the system will be if the cars are coming 

from one end then signal will show “RED” and other side of 

the car will be slow down of their car and vice-versa. 

Moreover if no cars are passing through one or both end 

then signal will show “GREEN”. Although, if some 

dangerous thing will happen then control room can easily 

see what’s going on. Even more, if accident will occur then 

a notification is directly send through sensors. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Our project idea to install smart poles at dangerous bends. 

Basically the purpose of our project is to save the precious 

life of the people and avoid the accidents. By using IR 

sensors it detects the upcoming object whether it is car, bus 

or bike. It gives indication to the vehicle coming from the 

other side of road by glowing the LED of respective vehicle, 

and also it honks as the sound is the one and only medium 
that a human cannot ignore. 

VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

If we talk about future enhancement we can use AWS cloud 

services to store the live data generated and passed it to store 

on cloud so traffic system of different location can be 

implemented properly. This real time data is very beneficial 

for dealing with heavy traffic on road in big cities. Sensors 

can be worked with solar energy in case we need to save the 

electricity. 
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